Dialogue Enhancement (DE) is one of the most promising applications of user interactivity enabled by object-based audio broadcasting. DE allows personalization of the relative level of dialogue for intelligibility or aesthetic reasons. This paper discusses the implementation of DE in object-based audio transport with MPEG-H, with a special focus on source separation methods enabling DE also for legacy content without original objects available. The userbenefit of DE is assessed using the Adjustment/Satisfaction Test methodology. The test results demonstrate the need for an individually adjustable dialogue level because of highly-varying personal preferences. The test also investigates the subjective quality penalty from using source separation for obtaining the objects. The results show that even an imperfect separation result can successfully enable DE leading to increased end-user satisfaction.
INTRODUCTION
Low intelligibility of narration or dialogue due to too high background level is one of the most common complaints in broadcasting [1] . The underlying reason for low intelligibility may be, e.g., hearing impairment [2] , challenging listening environment [3] , non-ideal reproduction setup [4] , listener's language skill level in the dialogue language [5, 6] , or unfamiliar accent or dialect [7, 8] . Even when the intelligibility is not compromised, the personal preference of the listener may differ from the broadcast mix [9, 10] .
The problem of low intelligibility can be addressed by providing a second "Clean Audio" track with less background sounds [11] . Producing additional audio mixes requires more resources and it can be prohibitive in some cases [1] . The idea of Dialogue Enhancement (DE) is to provide the end-user with the possibility to adjust the relative level of dialogue to their own preferences and needs without the broadcaster providing multiple mixes [9, 12] . A basic DE functionality can be provided using parametric audio object coding, e.g., [13] , but the full potential becomes available with object-based audio supported by the recent broadcast standards, e.g., MPEG-H Audio [14] [15] [16] [17] .
A challenge for the deployment and adoption of objectbased audio transport is that object-based audio production is gradually starting and much of the legacy content exists only as mixes. The end-user may find it confusing or frustrating when the personalization functionality is available only for a few new programs and not for the classics and personal favorites. DE can be implemented having the dialogue as an object separate from the channel bed containing the background. In this paper we propose a system using a combination of source separation methods for extracting the dialogue content from legacy broadcast audio mix for enabling object-based audio broadcast with MPEG-H. Even though the source separation result is not perfect, we show through subjective evaluations that the result is still improving the end-user satisfaction in the DE application.
The paper is organized as follows: Sec. 1.1 provides a brief overview of MPEG-H. Sec. 1.2 gives an overview of speech separation algorithms that can be used for obtaining the objects. Sec. 2 details the proposed method, and Sec. 3 describes the subjective and objective evaluations. Sec. 4 gives the conclusions of the paper.
BACKGROUND

Object-Based Audio Using MPEG-H
Based on MPEG Unified Speech and Audio Coding, the MPEG-H Audio standard offers many extensions for use in the context of immersive 3D audio, such as coding and rendering of multi-channel and object signals, transmission of object metadata, the compressed transmission of (speaker layout agnostic) object positions and trajectories, and it allows for personalization and user interactivity on the decoder side that is enabled and controlled by object metadata. The MPEG-H Audio standard was published in 2015 [15] , amended in 2017 with the so-called Phase 2 developments and the definition of MPEG-H Audio Low Complexity (LC) Profile [16] , and a Second Edition is being issued [17] .
The underlying main ideas of the new codec are to provide suitable means for an immersive experience, for universal delivery, and for personal interactivity. The immersive sound experience is provided by supporting 3D loudspeaker setups, adding the height dimension to surround sound, and a binaural renderer provides 3D sound experience on headphones. The universal delivery means that the audio data can be delivered in one universal format and might be automatically rendered in the best possible reproduction mode on the receiving device. Given these two principles, the listening scenarios can be very different, ranging from a reproduction via smartphone and loudspeaker in a noisy city environment up to a high-end speaker setup in a quiet home cinema scenario. By enabling user interactivity the consumers can benefit from adjusting mixing parameters according to the circumstances of their listening situation and to their liking.
In the transport the audio channels might typically be used for a channel bed, while the audio objects can be utilized to enhance the channel bed through addition of user-interactive elements for individual mixing as well as for playback situation based rendering using, e.g., object spatial trajectories conveyed as metadata. The objects can also be controlled individually in terms of their dynamic range, ensuring audibility in all dynamic range compression modes, and they can also be made selectable as alternatives, e.g., different languages, commentary, or audio accessibility aids.
A most demanded use-case is the individual adjustment of the dialogue level over the background music or sound effects. The broadcaster may offer different recommended adjustment presets through object metadata, e.g., in sports scenarios a preset could be "Dialogue+" with a more prominent commentary and attenuated stadium atmosphere, while another preset could be "Stadium" without any commentary. In addition to the presets, the users can fine-tune the relative dialogue level if this is enabled by metadata. A similar setup is also useful for other content types, e.g., TV shows, drama, or documentary, if the dialogue is available as a separate signal.
These object-based use-cases as well as the combination of object-based audio with immersive sound have recently been tested in field trials at the Eurovision Song Contest in May 2018 in Lisbon [18] and in a sports event in Paris in June 2018 [19] . Furthermore, MPEG-H Audio has been adopted in a broad range of broadcast and streaming application standards, such as ATSC 3.0 [20] , DVB-MPEG/UHD [21] , and DVB-DASH [22] , referencing the MPEG-H Audio LC Profile. Moreover, MPEG-H Audio is already on air in a regular service of the terrestrial UHD system in South Korea since May 2017. This system is specified by TTA [23] based on ATSC 3.0.
Speech Separation
Object-based production is gradually starting. More content will become available, while much legacy content will still be re-broadcast. In order to use the object-based transport and enable DE, methods of audio source separation can be applied to split the legacy mixture into estimates of the dialogue and background, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Various methods for separating a target signal from a mixture of signals have been developed in the past. These methods can be categorized into model-based and data-driven approaches.
Model-Based Approaches
The model-based methods rely on modeling assumptions about the signal or the mixing process. A signal model describes characteristics of the input signals, while a mixing model describes how the input signals are combined to the mixture signal.
Many classical speech enhancement methods belong to the model-based category. The estimation of the noise spectrum using minimum statistics tracking of local minima of the signal energy in each sub-band has been proposed in [24] . A non-linear update rule for the noise estimate and faster updating has been proposed in [25] . Time-recursive averaging algorithms estimate the noise spectrum when the estimated signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at a particular frequency band is low. The estimation computes recursively the weighted average of the previous noise estimate and the present spectrum. The weights are determined as a function of the speech presence probability or as a function of the estimated SNR in the particular frequency band [26, 27] . Histogram-based methods rely on the assumption that the distribution of the sub-band energy is bi-modal: the low-energy mode for segments without speech or with low-energy segments of speech and high-energy mode for voiced speech and noise [28] . For a comprehensive review of classic speech enhancement methods the reader is referred to [29] .
Several methods for enhancing the dialogue in a stereo recording make the assumption that the dialogue is panned to the center, e.g., [30] [31] [32] . Other methods with a similar rationale are Azimuth Discrimination and Resynthesis (ADRess) [33] and Degenerate Unmixing Estimation Technique (DUET) [34] , where the separation is achieved by binary masking after clustering the time-frequency bins into sets with similar inter-channel time and level differences. Since the target and interfering signals often have similar spatial cues, a separation based on inter-channel cues may leave residual interference in the output signal. Fig. 1 . Full system overview. In the case of legacy content (i.e., only available as mono, stereo, or 5.1 mix) source separation is applied in order to estimate audio objects (e.g., dialogue and background) and enable user interactivity via MPEG-H (e.g., DE).
Data-Driven Approaches
In data-driven approaches a representation of the target signal or a set of parameters for retrieving the target signals from the input mixture is estimated. The estimation is based on a model constructed from a set of training data and derived by optimizing a criterion, e.g., by minimizing the mean squared error between the true and the estimated target, given the training data.
Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [35] factorizes a non-negative matrix, e.g., a magnitude spectrogram, in a product of two low-rank non-negative matrices, e.g., spectral basis functions and the corresponding temporal activations. Applying constraints on the bases, e.g., temporal smoothness or sparseness, the factorization can be guided to different solutions. NMF-based source separation approaches work mainly on a single-channel input. Semi-supervised NMF uses a fixed dictionary of spectral basis functions for speech, and for these only the temporal activations are subject to optimization. A number of bases are left free for modeling the interferer, and for these both the spectral and temporal bases are optimized. Various ways of constructing the dictionary and applying constraints during the factorization have been discussed in the literature, e.g., in [36] the dictionaries are constructed such that their discriminative power is maximized, while in [37] the spectral basis dictionaries from multiple talkers learned independently are concatenated, and a block-sparsity constraint preferring to use the bases of only a few prototype talkers when modeling an unknown talker is applied. The latter is then improved in [38] by constructing the dictionary to have a higher modeling capability and by using a more strict sparsity constraint.
Another and widely used example of data-driven approaches are artificial neural networks (ANN) that have been trained to output an estimate of a speech signal given a mixture. During the training the adjustable parameters of the network are determined such that a performance criterion computed for a set of training data is optimized. Early approaches with ANNs made a heavy use of elaborated feature extraction [39] [40] [41] . The first publication on DE using supervised learning with neural networks [41] processed single-channel input signals and used ANNs with only one hidden layer.
For the processing of signals having more than one channel, spatial information has been employed in [42] for estimating a binary mask with a deep neural network (DNN) having inter-channel features as inputs. A denoising autoencoder using multichannel features has been investigated in [43] . In [44] a DNN with log-power spectra from one channel and channel-level difference has been used for predicting the target signal spectrum, while the log-power spectra of both input channels were used as inputs to a recurrent network in [45] . Binaural processing with single-channel features from a delay-and-sum beamformer output have been used to predict the separation mask in [46] . For a more comprehensive overview on deep learning for speech separation the reader is referred to [47] .
METHOD
The broadcast audio is highly diverse in input signal characteristics with respect to channel format, background type, level, and spatial cues [1] , and this is challenging for the source separation. Various source separation methods rely on specific signal characteristics and cannot effectively process all broadcast content alone. We address this challenge by applying multiple source separation methods based on complementary cues in parallel and by combining the results with a late fusion. Particular attention is paid to simple and robust processing of the various channel formats used in legacy content. All input signals are processed as stereo signals: single-channel inputs are converted by duplicating the channel, and 5.1 inputs are processed by applying the speech separation on the center channel and attenuating the other channels (assuming that the center channel carries main portion of the dialogue). Consequently, only the single-channel methods described in Secs. 2.3-2.5 are effective when processing either mono or 5.1 input signals.
The processing takes place in short-time Fouriertransform domain using 21.3 ms frames with 50% overlap corresponding to 1024 and 512 samples at 48 kHz sampling rate, a sine window, and discrete Fourier transform length of double the window length. The two channels of the mixture signal are represented by the matrices X L ( f, t) and X R ( f, t), with f being the frequency bin index and t the time frame index.
The signal processing includes the following steps:
1. A pre-processing algorithm reduces the amount of decorrelated energy between the two input channels resulting in X L ( f, t) and X R ( f, t), see Sec. 2.1. 
and the background
The processing modules are discussed in more detail in the following. Some of them are single-channel methods; these take the mid signal of the mid/side representation of a stereo signal as the input.
Primary / Ambient Decomposition
The Primary / Ambient Decomposition (PAD) module attenuates the ambient sound components in the input. This can be implemented in various ways, see, e.g., [48] [49] [50] , with the main principle being the discrimination between direct primary sound sources and diffuse ambience components. The PAD algorithm operates by finding a rotation of the stereo scene that makes the energies of the rotated channels equal, based on the assumption that by doing this the center of the rotated scene points at the primary direct audio source. A center extraction algorithm is used for splitting the signal into primary and ambient components before reversing the rotation.
Center Extraction
The Center Extraction (CE) module relies on the assumption that the dialogue is panned to the center of the stereo scene. This assumption has proven its usability already, e.g., in [30, 32] . The implementation used here is based on the ratio between the smaller and the larger magnitude of the input channels:
The same separation mask is used for both input channels ensuring that the spatial properties of the signal are not distorted.
Non-Negative Matrix Factorization
The single-channel NMF method is derived from a method enforcing block-sparsity [38] . It uses a speech spectral basis dictionary of 75 groups, each with 10 entries, and 20 free bases to model the background. For complexity reasons, the frequency resolution of the signal magnitude spectrum is reduced using a close-to-logarithmic mapping from the 1025 bins to 192 bands before the computation and this is inverted after the source separation mask has been computed. The speech separation mask is obtained from the mixture magnitude spectrogram X in ( f, t) and the background magnitude estimateX BG ( f, t) with
Harmonic / Percussive / Residual Decomposition
The Harmonic / Percussive / Residual (HPR) decomposition is a single-channel method that applies a median filter to the input magnitude spectrum along either time or frequency axis producing a magnitude spectrum with enhanced sustained or percussive content [51] . Three separation masks are obtained: one for extracting the harmonic components, one for the percussive components, and one for the components not showing a clear harmonic or percussive structure. In [51] the masks are binary, while soft masks are used in our implementation. Speech contains both harmonic (e.g., vowels) and percussive components (e.g., fricatives), so we run HPR with rather extreme parameters compared to [51] . G H ( f, t) and G P ( f, t) are obtained (with values in the range 0 − 1), where G H ( f, t) extracts sustained sounds clearly longer than vowels and G P ( f, t) extracts highly dynamic percussive components longer than consonants and being energetic outside the frequency regions characteristic of fricatives (e.g., explosions and shooting). The estimated sustained sounds and explosions are suppressed by the residual separation mask
Single-Channel Speech Enhancement
The Single-Channel Speech Enhancement (SCSE) module applies a recursive averaging algorithm based on speech presence probability. This module makes the assumption that the noise has slow-varying second-order statistics that can be estimated in individual frequency bands as a weighted average of past noise estimates and the present noisy speech power spectrum. The weights change adaptively depending on the speech presence probability, ideally by updating the noise estimate very fast during speech absence and (almost) not updating during speech presence. Our updating rule is based on the likelihood ratio, calculated assuming Gaussian spectral components as in [26] . The noise power estimate is used to compute the weighting mask G SC S E ( f, t) as the log-spectral amplitude estimator from Ephraim and Malah [52] .
Fusion of Separation Modules
After obtaining the spectral weighting masks for dialogue content separation from multiple modules, these are combined with late fusion. The main task for the fusion is that it should improve the performance compared to the single best module, e.g., by locally selecting the best module based on a quality prediction [53] , by using a DNN for combining the separation results [54, 55] , or by a weighted Table 1 . Separation performance comparison of the proposed combined method (All), and the individual separation modules (Secs. 2.2-2.5). The first three rows are the BSSEval measures (in dB) for the separated dialogue and the last two rows the change from the input mixture. In each cell, the first value is the mean over items for the stereo input data, and the second value is the mean over items for mono input data. average of the separation results after predicting the weighting [56] . After experimenting with various fusion methods, including DNN-based regression [55] , the proposed system uses a much simpler approach of an element-wise minimum of the dialogue separation masks:
For each time/frequency-tile the maximum background attenuation from multiple separation methods is selected, assuming the estimation error being mainly undersuppression of the background, e.g., when the stereo modules have no effect on mono input. Compared to the more complex approaches tested, minimum fusion provides better performance while being computationally inexpensive.
Musical Noise Reduction
Musical noise is a recurrent issue for spectral weighting techniques for source separation. Due to localized estimation errors isolated peaks may appear in the processed spectrum, resulting in perceptually annoying wobbling sounds with fast changing pitch. In order to reduce this effect, the adaptive mask smoothing proposed in [57] is adopted as post-filter, applied on G {L ,R} ( f, t), and G out {L ,R} ( f, t) is obtained.
Discussion
Source separation methods in reality are not able to provide ideal separation, but the result still contains both crosstalk and artifacts. The important question is if the result still is good enough for the intended application. In an experiment from the BBC, they found that attenuating the background music by 1.4 dB from the default level "allowed many more people to understand what was being said without compromising the editorial vision" [58] . Reproducing a mixture of the separated dialogue and background reduces the prominence and audibility of source separation artifacts and this fits well together with the idea of DE application that the mixing ratio between the dialogue and background is only adjusted. Since the actual adjustment of the mixing ratio is done by the end-user, he can decide it depending on the personal needs and opinion of the quality within the limits set by the broadcaster.
EVALUATION
Evaluation of Fusion
First we evaluate the performance of each separation module from Secs. 2.2-2.5 independently (including the pre-and post-processing stages, Secs. 2.1, 2.7) and compare it with the result after the fusion (Sec. 2.6). The data consists of 11 synthetic items, each 10 s in length, with mono centered dialogue and a stereo background. The separation performance is evaluated using the BSSEval [59] measures of Signal-to-Interferer Ratio (SIR), Signal-to-Distortion Ratio (SDR), and Signal-to-Artifacts Ratio (SAR), and the change of SIR ( SIR) and SDR ( SDR) from the input mixture. The proposed system is also tested using mono inputs obtained by downmixing the stereo items. The evaluation results are given in Table 1 , from which we see that the fusion result outperforms the individual modules for both mono and stereo inputs.
Subjective Evaluation in Application
Methodology. In [10] we presented the Adjustment/Satisfaction Test (A/ST) where the participants interact with a user-adjustable system and their adjustments and the resulting satisfaction levels are studied. This allows analyzing to what extent the available personalization is used and quantifying the quality of experience improvement. We use the A/ST here in the form of a DE application, in which the user adjusts the dialogue level in the signal, comparing the proposed blind source separation (BSS) system, referred to as S BSS , with using the original objects (OO), referred to as S OO .
Environment. The experiment is carried out in a listening room resembling a quiet low-reverberant living room with a 5.1 setup with high-end studio monitors positioned according to [60] . The user interface is displayed on a TV positioned above the center loudspeaker. The participants sit on a chair with fixed position, and they can control the relative level of the dialogue via a rotating knob.
Participants. The test involves 14 German participants with good knowledge of the English language. They have taken part in a sensory test before; they have normal hearing; and they are voluntary, remunerated, and between 22 and 38 years old (median age is 25).
Instructions. The participants are not informed that two different systems are tested. Still, the test instructions mention the possibility that the personalization might introduce quality degradations (even if this is true only for S BSS ). The participants are asked to adjust the relative dialogue level in the the audio so that they can easily follow the text, yet keeping the background enjoyable, i.e., to find the best compromise between the preferred relative dialogue level and a sound quality they would accept in television.
After the adjustment, the participants are asked to rate the difference in satisfaction between the initial mix and the personalized version. The satisfaction is assessed directly after adjusting each item, i.e., using the "Experience configuration" from [10] . Stimulus. Seven 5.1 audio excerpts for TV with the length of 7-12 s and the sampling frequency of 48 kHz are considered as test material: four excerpts feature female English talkers and three feature male English talkers. These excerpts are selected to have loud background, potentially making the dialogue tiring to follow. Each item is presented once with S OO and once with S BSS in a pseudorandom order. The repetitions of an item are not directly consecutive but interleaved with other items. Table 2 shows the initial loudness differences (LDs) 1 between the dialogue and the background in the center channel (LD c 0 ). The initial LDs considering all the 5.1 channels are shown by the dashed black line in Fig. 2  (initial LD 0 ) . The listeners are able to modify the relative level of the speech from -10 to +20 LU with respect to the initial LD 0 while operating S OO . While operating S BSS the available range depends on the separation performance and is item-dependent. The maximum available LD is shown by the dashed blue line in in Fig. 2 (max S BSS ). All the items are loudness-normalized to have equal integrated loudness [61] both in their initial and adjusted versions.
Results. Fig. 2 depicts the mean of the listeners' adjustments and satisfaction levels (solid lines) together with box plots 2 . High subjective variance is visible, i.e., subjects have very different preferences for the relative level of the dialogue. This confirms that a unique one-size-fits-all mix would hardly satisfy all listeners and DE is desired. This is also supported by the ANOVA of the LD adjustments, where four factors are considered: item, subject, type of used system (S OO / S BSS ), and type of background (i.e., if the background contains music or not, referred to as "Music Background"). Subject is considered as random factor, as it consists of samples randomly taken from the relevant population on which we would like to generalize. Item is nested inside Music Background. Table 3 reports the ANOVA results. The factor "Subject" accounts alone for 21.7% of the total variation. Fig. 2 shows also that slightly lower levels of adjustment are preferred for S BSS than for S OO , resulting in lower satisfaction. In fact, the subjects have to trade-off between the desired LD (selected while operating S OO ) and the distortions, which S BSS introduces for higher levels of adjustment. Yet, the difference between S BSS and S OO in terms of selected LD is smaller than 1 LU on average and both systems clearly increase the satisfaction. Averaging over the listeners, the satisfaction increase correlates with the LD adjustment (i.e., the difference between the selected LD and the initial LD) with Pearson's r = 0.9.
To support this observation, an ANOVA is run on the satisfaction scores considering LD adjustment, item, subject, and music background as main factors and no interaction is considered. All four factors result in statistical significance (p < 0.05), with LD adjustment accounting alone for 62% of the total variation, subject accounting for 12%, and the remaining factors together accounting for 6%. It can be concluded that the adjustment has a noticeable and positive effect and the personalization offered by S BSS is desired, despite the distortions potentially introduced.
These observations confirm the results obtained in [10] , where the same system S BSS was tested using stereo material with speech panned to the center, i.e., S BSS could exploit also stereo methods such as PAD and CE. Fig. 3 summarizes the results from this previous evaluation. the minimum or maximum points within 1.5 IQR (interquartile range, and points are displayed with a cross if they are within 1.5-3 times the IQR and with a circle if they exceed 3 IQR. 
CONCLUSIONS
Dialogue Enhancement (DE) enables the delivery of optimal dialogue mixing to every listener, be it in terms of intelligibility or for aesthetic preference. This paper investigated technology for the implementation of DE in object-oriented broadcasting, such as MPEG-H. A special focus of the paper was on the use of source separation methods to extract dialogue and background from the complex sound mixture also in the case when these have not been made available during the production process, i.e., for legacy content. The presented source separation technology integrates several separation approaches with known limitations into a more powerful overall architecture.
The second main focus of the paper was on the evaluation of the subjective benefit of individually adjustable DE using the Adjustment/Satisfaction Test. The listeners made extensive use of the dialogue level personalization and the preferred dialogue level had a high variance among the listeners indicating the need for this functionality. The use of the personal adjustment increased the listener satisfaction clearly. The extensive use of personalization and increased satisfaction were observed also when using the proposed source separation method for obtaining the dialogue and background objects. The cost of the imperfect source separation compared to using the original objects is visible in the user satisfaction as a slightly smaller improvement.
In summary, it was shown that the benefits of objectbased audio, as they are used in modern broadcasting systems, can also be used when broadcasting legacy content that was not produced in an object-oriented way by using current source separation technology. This may lower the transition barrier for the adoption of object-oriented broadcasting standards.
In the future, substantial further improvements in source separation can be expected inspired from the field of deep learning methods, both for the fusion of individual source separation module outputs and for the source separation task itself.
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